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AMETRINEMeaningMeaning
Ametrine are a type of quartz crystal that helps to 
enhance mental and spiritual clarity. At the same 
time they help to unite masculine and feminine 
energies. They have a strong healing energy that 
releases negativity from within the aura. 

This is a type of quartz that is a mixture of 
Amethyst and Citrine, both varieties of quartz 
crystal. They will amplify the energy of the 
vibration of both of the stones that it is made up of.
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RULE ONE 
We would like for you to show up for every class and event that we will hold for your pledge 

line.  We will let you know, 24 hours in advance if a class has been canceled. 
  

RULE TWO
You must have on a pledge outfit at all times.  If you are in a sorority room or a room that is 

sponsored by a sorority and/or fraternity you should be in your pledge gear.** (**You need to be 
your gear before you enter the room, not change into it once you are in the room.)

RULE THREE
Throughout the month that you will be pledging with us you need to have the following two 

things on your profile: a. The pledge profile photo that you can find via Discord or IMVU Group - 
b.  “Finding Wisdom in the Wilderness” as your tag line.  

RULE FOUR
Class is an important time in the pledge process.  A lot of information will be thrown your way in 
anticipation of a final test.  So while class is in session, you should be focused on class - same 

goes for any other pledgeship events.  We will try to make each class or event as interactive as 
we can.  Which means you also need to be focused to participate.  

RULE FIVE
When class is in session, you should have your location on. 

RULE SIX
Tasks are a way for you to get to know the Greek Community, show your dedication to the 

organization and get to know your future sisters.  You need to complete ALL OF THEM by the 
end of the pledge period to become a full member of Omicron Psi.   

RULE SEVEN
To complete the pledge line, you need to complete all task that are given out during your 

pledgeship.  We highly suggest that you lean on your mentor or fellow pledge line if you have 
problems that arise from the tasks.  
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INTERVIEWS
Be respectful when you are asking for an interview.  You should be saying 

something to the avail of “Hello my name is Kit [YOUR NAME], I am a pledge of 
Omicron Psi.  Would you be able to take a moment to do an interview for one 

of my pledge tasks?” 
Please remember that when you are doing these interviews that you are 

representing Omicron Psi. Additionally, please ask and perform interviews 
through IMVU only, instead of using social media or off-IMVU sources.

SOCIAL MEDIA
Please remember that you are now a representative of Omicron Psi, As such 

Please represent our values and be wise and tasteful with posts to Social 
Media or IMVU Pulse.

TITLES AND LINE NAMES
When addressing a member of another organization you should inquire about 
their line name and titles while introducing yourself. After receiving their line 

name you should only be addressing said person by their “Line Name”.

CONDUCT TO YOUR FELLOW BEING
Working as a team is a huge part of who we are as a family and sisterhood. 
In this way, you need to treat your fellow beings (members, sisters, brothers, 

cousins, etc.) with respect and dignity. Keep professional, civil and classy when 
engaging in conversation of any type.
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BOOT CAMP
Event in which your knowledge 
about Omicron Psi will be tested.

CLASS
Dedicated class day to learn 
about Omicron Psi.

MENTOR
Bonding time for you and your 
designated mentor.

GUEST SPEAKER
We’ll invite members of the IMVU 
Greek community to speak.

GROUP ACTIVITY
Activity that all members of 
Omicron Psi participate in.

REDEMPTION
Rapid-fire task assignments that 
must be completed quickly.
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Q: How much is Discord used vs. IMVU?
A: In general, it is about 60% / 40% - Discord is used about 60% of the time, IMVU about 40%.

Q: Why is pledgeship a month long?
A: We want to not only share the knowledge and lore of Omicron Psi, but make sure that each 
new member understands a little more about the Greek World, both on IMVU as well as real life. 
Additionally, a full month allows us to break up the schedule to accommodate additional bonding time 
and room for both active members and new members to gauge expectations.

Q: If there is an issue, who do I contact?
A: Your first point of contact should be your dedicated mentor - followed by our Den Mother (and 
current President) #00 Soigne.

Q: Can we go ahead and buy/wear Omicron Psi merch?
A: We would prefer that you wait until your a full member before buying merch, however we know that 
gifting can happen. If you receive an item that is official merch before you cross over, kindly do not 
wear it until your activation day. 

Q: Can I go to IMVU Greek community events as a pledge?
A: Yes! To go to events during pledgeship, you must have a member with you (either your direct 
mentor or our Den Mother). If either of those options are unavailable, please reach out in our general 
gekkering channel (Discord) and we’ll see if something can be arranged.

Q: What is tested during Boot Camp days?
A: General knowledge that has been presented to you prior to that Boot Camp day. This knowledge 
can include (but isn’t limited to): who came to speak, what is in the packet, information test on rules, 
spot-checks of Greek Alphabet knowledge, etc. The first boot camp will cover items in this packet.

Q: Can a pledge participate in Skulk Sunday?
A: Yes - they can! On the edit (or photo submitted) please make sure to include your Kit name. Note: 
we prohibit the use of official Omicron Psi merch for these images until the member has fully crossed-
over. If you would like to wear something from the sisterhood’s collection, you may wear the Omicron 
Psi support jacket.
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MENTOR OF:
Kit Hana

IMVU: Pantone
Discord: AstroloShe#9534

Instagram: pantone.vu

MENTOR OF:
Kit Diantha

IMVU: NiambhSephtisAstlyr
Discord: NiambhSephtis-Astlyr#7232

Instagram: niambhsephtisastlyr.vu

MENTOR OF:
Kit Jasum

IMVU: FiadhSephtisAstlyr
Discord: Goblin_Brownies#1190

Instagram: fiadh.vu

What To Expect:
Mentors will cater activities for your specific bonding 

days to not only get to know you better, but to help you 
absorb the knowledge that we’re asking you to learn. Our 
sorority mentorship is a two-way street, we work together 
to grow together - lifting each other. Mentors will do their 
best to connect with you and it is expected that you try 

your best to connect with them.

Ideally, you and your mentor should touch base daily 
(even if it is just to say “good morning”) outside of any 
planned bonding, group activity or other event. If you 

have any concerns, please reach out to the Den Mother 
and request assistance.

The Den Mother is the designated backup for our 
mentors as well as general counselor for pledgeship.

DEN MOTHER
Soigne

IMVU: SaoirseSephtis
Discord: SaoirseSephtis#5702
Instagram: saorisesephtis.vu


